




Abstract:

One of the main goals of bounded rationality models is to understand
the limitations of agent’s abilities in building representations of strategic sit-
uations as maximization problems and in solving these problems. Modern
cryptography relies on the assumption that agents’s computations should
be implementable by polynomial Turing machines and on the existence of
a trapdoor function. Under those assumptions, we prove that every corre-
lated equilibrium of the original in…nitely repeated game can be implemented
through public communication only.

Résumé :

Un des objectifs fondamentaux des modèles de rationalité limitée est de
comprendre les limitations des agents dans leurs capacités à représenter des
situations stratégiques sous forme de problèmes de maximisation et dans
leurs aptitudes à résoudre ces problèmes. La cryptographie moderne impose
que les stratégies des agents doivent être réalisables par des machines de
Turing en temps polynomial et suppose l’existence d’une fonction trappe.
Nous montrons que sous ces hypothèses, tout paiement d’équilibre corrélé
d’un jeu in…niment répété est un paiement d’équilibre en communication
publique sous forme extensive du jeu répété.
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1 Introduction

One of the main goals of bounded rationality models is to understand the

limitations of agent’s abilities in building representations of strategic situ-

ations as maximization problems and in solving these problems. Modern

cryptography relies on the assumption that agents’s computations should be

implementable by polynomial Turing machines. The aim of this paper is to

study the implications of such a limitation on agents’ computational powers

when applied to repeated games with public communication.

The central issue of cryptography is security of communication. Two

agents A and B exchange messages while C tries to spy them. Usually, no

secure channel is assumed so that any message can be intercepted by C. To

counter this, A and B code their messages so that C can not understand

them. To send the information x to B, A uses a key ke (the encoding key) to

encode x into y = ke(x) and sends message y to B. After receiving y, B uses

a key kd (the decoding key) to compute z = kd(y). The pair of keys (kd; ke)

is chosen such that [1] z = x for all x and [2] C cannot get information on x

from knowledge of y without possessing information on kd.

Classical cryptography assumes that A and B share some secret informa-

tion before they start to exchange messages. One can imagine that they were

in the same location where they agreed on a pair (ke; kd) without being spied

by C. These keys can be used to encode and decode messages when A and

B are in separate locations. For instance, kd and ke may be formed of the

same sequence of l alphabet characters. To code a message x consisting of no

more than l alphabet characters, A constructs y from x by adding (modulo

26) the i-th character of ke to the i-th character of x. B can easily do the

reverse operation to retrieve x. An unfortunate consequence of Shannon’s

information theory [Sha48] to such classical cryptosystems is that the length

(or more precisely the entropy) of x cannot exceed the length of the keys,

otherwise conditions [1] and [2] cannot hold together. This limitation on
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the size of x can be easily seen in our example. In general, all such codes

can be broken using appropriate statistical tools on long enough records of

communication between A and B.

Modern cryptography, as initiated by Di¢e and Hellman [DH76], pro-

poses ways for A and B to communicate secretly for as long as they wish

even if they do not share any secret information to start with. In typical

modern cryptosystems, B starts by choosing randomly a decoding key kd,

then computes an encoding key ke and sends it to A (or even announces it

publicly). After this, messages are then sent from A to B using the pair of

keys (ke; kd). We can even assume there exists a one-to-one mapping from kd

to ke. So, one may wonder why it is that C cannot simply compute kd from

ke, and x from kd and y. the answer to this question lies in the boundedness

of agent’s rationality. All the computations needed by A and B can be done

in reasonable time, whereas computing kd from ke would take ages. Cryp-

tosystems used in everyday life are such that one can compute ke from kd,

y from ke and x from y and kd in a few seconds with a personal computer,

whereas getting kd from ke would take more than a century using the best

known algorithm on the most powerful existing machines. The function used

by A to send a message to B is called a trapdoor function: it is easy to com-

pute using ke, but hard to invert without knowing the trapdoor information

kd.

Modern cryptography relies on two assumptions. The …rst assumption

is that agents should be represented by polynomial Turing machines. The

second assumption is the existence of a trapdoor function such as described

above. As we wish to adopt these assumptions in a game theoretic set-up,

let us now discuss them.

Turing machines is the model of computation commonly used by com-

puter scientists, each Turing machine being the implementation of an algo-

rithm. Consider a Turing machine that inputs the description of a task to

perform associated with some integer representing the degree of complexity of
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that task. This machine is called polynomial when the number of operations

needed for the computations is bounded by some polynomial of the degree

of complexity. Otherwise it is called non polynomial. Modern cryptography

assumes that agents must be represented by polynomial Turing machines.

As a bounded rationality model, it may be useful to situate polynomial

Turing machines in perspective with automata and with general Turing ma-

chines. If fact, every automaton can be seen as a particular polynomial

Turing machine (since an automaton is fully described by its transition func-

tion it needs just one operation for every computation), and every polynomial

Turing machine is by de…nition a Turing machine.

Automata were widely developed as a model of bounded rationality in

repeated games (Aumann, [Aum81], Rubinstein [Rub86], Neyman [Ney85]

[Ney98], Ben Porath [BP93]). This model is well …t to describe simple be-

havior rules like in evolutionary game theory where the behavior of agents

is seen as a consequence of their genes, or of their memes (Axelrod [Axe84],

Binmore and Samuelson [BS92]). The main characteristic of an automaton,

namely its number of states, also provides a useful measure of the complexity

of the strategy implemented by this automaton. On the other hand, an au-

tomaton cannot count up to a number greater than its number of states, and

therefore cannot keep track of a calendar inde…nitely. As far as complexity

is concerned, keeping track of a calendar is a rather easy task for an human

being which cannot be performed by an automaton.

The reason why the memory of an automaton is bounded is that such

machines do not possess any ability to read or to write. Turing machines can

be simply described as automata which are provided the ability to read and

write on potentially in…nite tapes. Turing machines form a wide model of ra-

tionality since –even though such a statement can never be proved formally–,

Church’s thesis asserts that they can implement any algorithm one may ever

construct. Yet, some problems exist that cannot be solved by any Turing

machine, and which are called undecidable. A wider class of problems are
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those that cannot be solved by any polynomial Turing machine, and which are

called intractable. No algorithm can solve undecidable problems, whereas in-

tractable problems are just not solvable in practice. Binmore [Bin87] [Bin88]

advocates Turing machines as a model for the inductive reasoning process

through which agents take decisions. He argues that such a process should

essentially be algorithmic, and quotes Megiddo’s [Meg86] oxymoron: “... a

fully rational player...can even decide undecidable problems”.

We wish to argue that if players cannot solve undecidable problems be-

cause of the structure of their logic reasoning, natural time limitations should

also imply that they are not able to solve intractable problems either. Hence

we shall restrict the strategy sets available to the players to polynomial Tur-

ing machines.

We may now brie‡y discuss our second assumption, namely the existence

of a trapdoor function, which is a function which is easy to compute, but

hard to invert without the knowledge of some “trapdoor” information. Math-

ematically speaking, the existence of such a function has never been proved

and is still an open question. From a practical point of view, there exist some

functions which are empirically trapdoor functions in the sense that they are

easy to compute and despite of many attempts, no way of inverting them

without knowledge of the trapdoor information has been found. Important

methods of secure payment by credit card or through the internet such as the

RSA cryptosystem rely on the fact that no-one knows how to invert those

functions in a practical way.

We study a model of in…nitely non-discounted repeated games with public

communication at each stage. Our result is that any correlated equilibrium

payo¤ of the “classical” in…nitely repeated game obtains as an equilibrium

payo¤ of our model if players are represented by polynomal Turing machines.

For games with incomplete information with at least 4 players, Forges [For90]

proved that any communication equilibrium payo¤ (and hence any correlated

equilibrium payo¤) of the repeated game with no communication could be
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implemented by an equilibrium of the repeated game in which players com-

municate through private phone lines between each two consecutive turns.

Here, considering games of perfect information, we obtain a similar result

when only public communication is allowed. Situations with public com-

munication include cases in which players communicate through radio or

television networks, and more generally cases in which no group of players

can exchange messages while making sure no-one can spy their conversation.

We thus prove that all correlation possibilities can be implemented using

public communication only. Were more means of communication available

to the players, the set of equilibrium payo¤s would remain unchanged.

From a positive point of view, the “classical” Folk Theorem (Aumann

and Shapley [AS94] and Rubinstein [Rub94]) is sometimes criticized as being

a disappointing result. In fact, it states that the set of equilibrium payo¤s

is the set of payo¤s that are feasible and which gives to every player at

least the worst payo¤ the other players can force him to get by using mixed

strategies. In our model, every payo¤ that is feasible and which gives to

each player at least the worst payo¤ that other players can force him to

get by using correlated strategies is an equilibrium payo¤. We have thus

augmented the underterminacy raised by the Folk Theorem. One way to

get out of this pit can be the use of cooperative game theoretic concepts, as

proposed by Mertens [Mer80]. For such a concept to make sense, one must

assume that each coalition of players can randomize between its strategies,

which is equivalent to assume that each coalition can use a public correlation

device in the original game. Our work provides a foundation of how such

correlation devices can be endogenously built by the players even if no private

communication is possible.

In order to prove our result, we shall establish that secure communication

between any group of agents can be implemented through public communi-

cation. We …rst extend the notion of a trapdoor function (that allows some

agent A to send a secret message to another player B) into k-trapdoor func-
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tions (which allow A to send a secret message separately to any group of k

other players). We then prove that any trapdoor function is also a k-trapdoor

function.

Finally, let us mention that the only applications so far of modern cryptog-

raphy to game theory are due to Urbano and Vila [UV97] [UV98b] [UV98a].

Assuming sequential communication between two players, they propose pro-

tocols based on modern cryptography by which the players can replace any

mediator of a communication equilibrium. As opposed to them, the strate-

gies we exhibit do not rely on a particular cryptosystem, but rather on the

theoretical assumption of the existence of such a cryptosystem. In fact, al-

though some cryotpsystems have resisted all attempts by mathematicians

and computer scientists to break them, none has been mathematically been

proved inviolable.

We introduce and discuss an example in Section 2. Then, we introduce a

model for repeated games played by polynomial Turing machines in Section 3

and Section 4. We present trapdoor functions Section 5. Our main Theorem

is stated and proved in Section 6, using a generalization of trapdoor functions

into k-trapdoor functions. Section 7 presents an extension to subgame perfect

equilibria. We …nally provide some concluding remarks in Section 8.

2 A secret rendez-vous game

Consider a 3-players game in which each player A, B, and C, chooses an

action lA, lB, or lC from a …nite set of cardinal L. These actions have to

be interpreted as di¤erent locations where players may go. The payo¤s to

players A and B are the same and take the value 1 if lA = lB 6= lC, and 0

otherwise. The payo¤ of player C is the opposite of the payo¤ of A and B.

Hence, the goal of A and B is to meet without the presence of C whereas C

tries to prevent them from doing so.

What is the best payo¤ that A and B can guarantee in such a game
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? This will depend crucially on the assumptions we make concerning the

communication possibilities between A and B.

² Assume A and B have no mean to communicate. Then the best they

can do is to randomize evenly their actions among L, thus guaranteeing

u
¯
= L¡1

L2
.

² Assume A and B can talk through a private phone line. Then they can
perfectly correlate their actions, and guarantee a payo¤ of ū= L¡1

L
.

² Now, assume A and B can exchange public messages, and there is no

bound on the computational power of C. Then A and B cannot do

better than in the …rst case, and guarantee at most u
¯
.

² Finally, assume A and B can exchange public messages, and use a

public key cryptosystem that cannot be broken by C. In this case they

can exchange secret messages, and guarantee ū.

Note …nally that for L large, u
¯
goes to 0 whereas ū goes to 1, so that

assuming public key cryptography may dramatically change the outcomes of

the game.

3 Turing machines

A Turing machineM works with some input tapes, a computation tape, and

an output tape. Each tape is divided in an in…nite stream of cells, each of

which may contain a symbol. Tapes are scanned by tape heads, which can

read the symbol in the cell currently scanned, and write on the computation

tape and on the output tape. M is controlled by a …nite state control, which

operates in discrete steps. At each step it performs three functions in a way

dependent on its current state and on the tape symbols currently read by

the tape heads:
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1 - Put the unit control in a new state.

2 - Write new symbols in the tape cells currently scanned of the compu-

tation tape and of the output tape, replacing the symbols already there.

3 - Move each tape head one cell to the right, one cell to the left, or leave

it where it is.

Formally, a Turing machineM consists of:

² A …nite set of input tapes IT , a computation tape CT , and an

output tape OT . The set of tapes is T = IT [ fCTg [ fOTg.

² For each b 2 T , a …nite list of symbols Sb. The intersection \bSb
contains a symbol # called the blank symbol.

² A …nite list of states Q, q0 2 Q is the initial state, and h 2 Q is the
halt state.

² A transition function, which is a mapping:

± : Q£ ¦b2TSb ! Q£ ¦b2TfL;R; Sg £ SCT £ SOT

That is, for some state q and for some symbols read, the speci…cation

of a new state and, for each tape, a direction for the corresponding

head that may be left (L), right (R), or stationary (S), and for the

computation tape and the output tape, a new symbol to be written on

the tape.

Initially, the machine is in state q0, all heads are positioned to the leftmost

squares of their tapes, and each tape b contains a stream of elements of Sb.

From an initial con…guration, the machine performs a certain number of

operations, and eventually may reach state h.

It is not obvious from the previous de…nition what sophisticated opera-

tions can be performed by these machines, what functions they could com-

pute, or what strategies they could play in a game. Actually, every algorithm
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Figure 1: head and tapes of a Turing machine

for computation one may think of can be implemented by a Turing machine.

This result constitutes Church’s thesis1.

The model for Turing machines we presented is not the only possible.

For instance, one could assume several computation tapes, or allow the tapes

to be in…nite in both directions, or allow several head tapes on each tape.

Nevertheless, all these models would be equivalent to this one. For more

details on the various models of Turing machines and their equivalence, the

reader is referred to the books of Lewis and Papadimitriou [LP81], or Aho,

Hopcroft and Ullman [AHU74].

3.1 Probabilistic Turing machines

Turing machines, as de…ned in previous paragraph, do not have the power

to randomize in their computations. We call them deterministic Turing ma-

chines. A probabilistic Turing machine is de…ned the same way as above

1Note that it is yet not true that any function can be computed by a Turing machine.
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except that we allow for stochastic transition functions ± : Q £ ¦b2TSb !
¢(Q£ ¦b2TfL;R; Sg £ SCT £ SOT ).
Note that this model is not equivalent to the classical one which de…nes

a probabilistic (also called non-deterministic) Turing machine as a machine

that can read an extra tape containing an in…nite stream of i.i.d. realisa-

tions of uniformly distributed random variables in f0; 1g. Our model rather
assumes that this extra tape should contin any in…nite stream of i.i.d. real-

isations of random variables, the distribution of which would be part of the

de…nition of the Turing machine. By not restricting the probablity of the

random variables players can access, our model allows permits to implement

any behavioral strategy which is computable in polynomial time.

3.2 Degree of complexity

All Turing machines considered have an input tape in which some integer t,

called degree of complexity, is coded in unary. This tape contains t times

a given non-blank symbol, followed by an in…nite stream of blank symbols.

3.3 Polynomial Turing machines

Let ~s = (~sb)b2IT denote the streams of symbols initially written on the input

tapes of a Turing machine M. The number of operations performed by M

before it reaches h if the initial state is ~s is denoted NO(M; ~s). It is an

integer, or takes the value 1 ifM never halts.

De…nition 1 A Turing machine M is polynomially bounded if there ex-

ists a polynomial P such that:

8~s 2 IT; NO(M; ~s) · P (t)

If M is probabilistic, we require this inequality to hold for each ~s with proba-

bility one.
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3.4 Turing machines working in series

Consider a series of (possibly probabilistic) Turing machinesM1;M2; : : : ;Mn

such thatMk inputs t and xk¡1 2 Xk¡1, and outputs xk 2 Xk. Assume that

the set X0 is endowed with probability ¼. Then t and Mk de…ne a transi-

tion probability from Xk¡1 to Xk (which is actually deterministic whenever

Mk is so), so that t ¼;M1;M2; : : : ;Mn de…ne a probability Pt;¼;M1;M2;::: ;Mn

on X0 £X1 : : :£Xn. When no confusion is possible we shall simply denote

it Pt.

4 Turing machines playing repeated games

4.1 The one-shot game

N = f1; : : : ; Ng is the set of players. For any collection of sets (Zi)i2N , Z
and Z¡i represent ¦i2NZi and ¦j 6=iZj. G = ((Ai)i; g) is a game in which

player i’s …nite set of actions is Ai, and with payo¤ function g : A ! IRN .

A mixed move for player i is a distribution over Ai, element of Si = ¢(Ai).

g is multilinearly extended to S.

The set of feasible payo¤s is F = co g(A). The minmax vi of player i is

the worst payo¤ players di¤erent from i can force i to get when using mixed

strategies:

vi = min
s¡i2S¡i

max
si2Si

gi(s¡i; si)

IR = fx 2 IRN ; 8i xi ¸ vig denotes the set of individually rational payo¤s.
According to the “Folk Theorem”, the set of (possibly perfect) equilibrium

payo¤s of the in…nite repetition of G with no discounting is F \ IR.
The correlated minmax vi of i is the worst payo¤ players di¤erent from

i can force i to get when using correlated strategies. From the minmax

theorem, it is also the best i can guarantee against the other players:
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vi = min
¯2¢(A¡i)

max
si2Si

E¯ gi(a¡i; si) (1)

= max
si2Si

min
s¡i2S¡i

gi(s¡i; si) (2)

where E¯ is the expectation operator under ¯. We select ±¡i 2 ¢(A¡i) where
the minimum is attained in (1) and si under which the maximum in (2) is

attained.

CIR = fx 2 IRN ; 8i xi ¸ vig denotes the set of correlated individu-
ally rational payo¤s. Note that S¡i can be identi…ed to a subset of ¢(A¡i),

so that vi · vi, and IR ½ CIR. Recall that the set of (possibly perfect) cor-
related equilibrium payo¤s of the in…nite repetition of G with no discounting

is F \ CIR.

4.2 Repeated games

In our model, each player’s strategy is implemented by a probabilistic Turing

machineMi which has access to the following tapes:

² The Time tape, denoted Time;

² A state tape for player i, denoted State(i);

² i’s output tape, denoted Output(i);

² j’s output tape for j 6= i, denoted Output(j).

Time is the tape on which at stage t the number t is coded in unary.

Between any two stages of the repeated game, an extra Turing machine called

the clock machine updates Time. The integer t also serves as the degree for

all Turing machines.

The state tape of i contains private information of i, only i may read or

write on this tape. It allows i to keep track of some information on the history
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of the game. These tapes contain only blank symbols at the beginning of the

game.

The output tapes are used by the machines to declare their actions and

to announce their public messages. We assume there are a …xed and …nite

number of symbols at the beginning of these tapes used to code the action,

and that the rest of the tapes are used to code the public message. Hence,

the set of public messages for any player is countable.

Stage t of the repeated game is divided in an action phase and an obser-

vation phase. Each player …rst computes his actions and messages secretly

during the action phase. After this, actions and messages are publicly ob-

served during the observation phase. Then, next stage proceeds.

During the action phase of stage t, the Turing machine Mi of player i

may read or write on Output(i), but cannot read or write on Output(j) if

j 6= i. When all machines have ended the action phase comes the observation
phase. During this phase,Mi can read Output(j) for all j, but cannot write

on Output(i). At the end of the observation phase, the clock machine writes

t+ 1 instead of t on Time, and stage t+ 1 starts.

The following table summarizes which tapes Mi may read (R) or write

on (W ) during the di¤erent phases:

Action Observation
Time R R
CT(i) R=W R=W
OT(i) R=W R

OT(j 6= i) — R

We want to ensure that the Turing machines used by the players halt in

a number of operations that does not increase too fast with the stage of the

repeated game, and yet allow for a wide set of strategies. Let PAi be the set

of polynomial Turing machines that use the tapes as described above.
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Any N-tupleM = (Mi)i of polynomial Turing machines induce for every

t a probability over the sequences of actions (a1; : : : ; at) of length t endowed

with the discrete ¾-algebraAt, and thus a probability PM on the plays (at)t 2
AIN endowed with the ¾¡algebra _tAt. Let EM denotes the expectation

operator under PM. The payo¤ induced byM in G1 is taken as ~gPA(M) =

EML(gn) for some Banach limit L on IRN .
We study GPA1 , the game with strategy sets (PAi)i and with payo¤ func-

tion ~gPA, together with its set EPA of equilibrium payo¤s.

5 Trapdoor functions

Trapdoor functions, as introduced by Di¢e and Hellman [DH76], are func-

tions that are easy to compute, and for which it is computationally impos-

sible to …nd an inverse. Only through the knowledge of certain trapdoor

information can one easily compute the inverse.

De…nition 2 A trapdoor function TF is given by a …nite set of messages

X endowed with a probability ¼ which is not a Dirac mass and by a family

(MKD;MKE;ME;MD) of probabilistic polynomial Turing machines such

that:

² MKD outputs some kd, called the decoding key.

² From input kd, MKE outputs ke, called the deciphering key.

² From x 2 X and ke, ME outputs y. We say that ME enciphers x

into y.

² From y and kd, MD outputs x with probability one. (MD deciphers

the coded message y.)
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² If M is a polynomial probabilistic Turing machine that outputs z 2 X
from y and ke, then for every x0 2 X such that ¼(x0) > 0:

lim
t!1

[Pt(z = x0jx = x0)¡ Pt(z = x0)] = 0

To this de…nition corresponds the following story:

Bob wants to send to Alice a message x, which is drawn in X according

to ¼. A third person, Camilla, wants to know x. There exists no secure

communication channel between Alice and Bob, so Camilla can listen to all

of their conversation. The use of a trapdoor function allows Bob for sending

private messages to Alice:

1. Alice picks a decoding key, kd.

2. Alice publicly announces ke, computed from kd.

3. Bob publicly announces y, computed from ke and x.

4. Alice computes x from y and kd.

The existence of polynomially bounded Turing machines MKE, MKD,

ME,MD ensures that the computations that have to be done by Alice and

by Bob are not too hard. Last condition means that Camilla has no easy

way to extract any information on x from her information (ke and y).

Remark 5.1

There always exists an Turing machine M that computes x from ke and

y with probability one. The principle is to try all the di¤erent possible

combinations of x, ke, and kd until x is found. The important point is thatM

would take far more operations to compute x than whatMKD;MKE;ME

andMD need when the degree of complexity increases.

Remark 5.2
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Assume there exists a trapdoor function for some …nite set X endowed with

probability ¼. Then, by applying the trapdoor function twice independently,

we get the existence of a trapdoor function for the set of messages X £ X
endowed with probability ¼ £ ¼.

Remark 5.3

If TF is a trapdoor function with the probability on X being ¼, and if ¼0 is a

probability on X that is absolutely continuous with respect to ¼, then TF is

also a trapdoor function when the probability onX is ¼0. When referring to a

trapdoor function, the probability ¼ on X will generally remain unspeci…ed.

Remark 5.4

The existence of a trapdoor function is a common assumption in cryptog-

raphy, but has never been proved mathematically. Assume there exists a

trapdoor function for a set of messages X endowed with some probability ¼,

then the two last remarks show the existence of a trapdoor function for any

…nite set of messages endowed with any probability.

5.1 Example, the RSA cryptosystem

In 1977, Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [RSA78] proposed the following system

for public cryptography:

The deciphering key kd consists of two large prime numbers p and q,

together with a number 1 · e · (p¡ 1)(q ¡ 1), e prime with (p¡ 1)(q ¡ 1).
The enciphering key is the pair n = (pq; e). To encipher some message

1 · x · pq, one computes y ´ xe [n]. To decipher y, one …rst …nds an

inverse d of e modulo '(n) = (p ¡ 1)(q ¡ 1), where ' represents the Euler
function. From elementary number theory, one has:

yd ´ xde ´ xk'(n)+1 ´ x [n]
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To …nd x from y, n and e, no solution is known but factoring n, which is

a hard problem. The degree of complexity is the number of digits of p and q.

6 Main result

Theorem 3 If :(i)there exists a trapdoor function, and

(ii) There exists w 2 F \ CIR such that for every player i, wi > vi,
then the closure of EPA is F \ CIR.

Proof: Any equilibrium payo¤ belongs to F . For i 2 I, consider an Turing
machine plays independently an action ait distributed according to s

i at stage

t. This guarantees vi to player i in GPA1 . Hence EPA ½ CIR.
To prove the converse inclusion, we consider a …xed u 2 F \ CIR, and

´ > 0. Assumption (ii) provides the existence of a rational barycenter

v of elements in g(A) (v =
P

a2A pag(a) with pa nonnegative rational andP
a2A pa = 1) such that v

i > vi and jvi ¡ uij < ´ for every i. We shall prove
that v is an equilibrium payo¤ of GPA1 .

² First, we select a deterministic polynomial Turing machine that outputs
periodically elements at 2 A according to the frequencies (pa).

² For each i, we select a probabilistic polynomial Turing machine that
draws b¡it 2 A¡i independently according to ±¡i. This was made possi-
ble by our (slightly non-standard) de…nition of a Probabilistic Turing

Machine. Using the standard de…nition, one would only have to ap-

proximate ±¡i by distributions with diadic weights.

² We …x a trapdoor function (MKD;MKE;ME;MD) for the set of
messages A endowed with any probability with full support.

² For each i, ai0 2 Ai represents a pure best response to ±¡i.

² For each i, c(i) is an element of N ¡ fig, and N(i) represents the set
N ¡ fi; c(i)g.
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We shall prove that the following strategies form a Nash equilibrium of

GPA1 inducing payo¤ v:

Main Path (MP): Play ¹at at stage t. If i deviates from MP at stage t0,

go to P (i)

P (i): Player c(i) serves as a coordinator to punish i.

At every stage t ¸ t0 + 1, each player j 2 N(i) publicly sends a enciphering
key, kejt+2. The stage after, c(i) draws a N ¡ 1-tuple of actions b¡it+2 to be
played at stage t+ 2 according to ±¡i. For all j 2 N(i), c(i) codes b¡it+2 with
keit+2 and announces the result publicly. Doing this, all players but i are

informed after stage t+ 1 of the pro…le of actions b¡it+2 to be played at stage

t+ 2.

More precisely:

² At stage t ¸ t0 + 1, each player j 2 N(i) uses MKD to compute

kdjt+2, then uses MKE to output kejt+2 from kdjt+2, and announces

kejt+2 publicly.

² At stage t ¸ t0+2, c(i) draws b¡it+1 2 A¡i according to ±¡i. Then, for all
j 2 N(i), c(i) usesME to compute yjt+1 from kdjt+1 and (b¡it+1; ai0) 2 A.
The public message of c(i) is the N ¡ 2-tuple of messages (yjt+1)j2N(i).

² At stage t ¸ t0+3, each player j 2 N(i) usesMD to compute b¡it from

kdjt and y
j
t , and plays b

j
t . Player c(i) plays b

c(i)
t .

² At every stage t ¸ t0 + 1, player i sends no message and plays a0.

Next table shows players j 6= i’s actions and messages at stage t:

i 2 N(i) c(i)

Message kejt+2 (yjt+1)j2N(i)
Action ait a

c(i)
t
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The Turing machines de…ned above are polynomial since at each turn,

they use a …nite number of times one of a …nite number of polynomial Turing

machines.

The only information needed to play at stage t are the messages exchanged

in the two previous turns, and whether some player deviated in the past. The

State tapes are used to keep track of this information.

To prove that there these strategies form an equilibrium, it is enough

to prove that for any polynomial Turing machine Mi 2 PAi, the limit in
the sense of L of the average payo¤s for player i induced by Mi and by the

strategies in P (i) is less than vi.

To do this, we need to prove that in P (i), player i cannot guess the

actions of players in N(i) from their messages. If there are three players,

this is a direct consequence of the de…nition of a trapdoor function. With

more that three players, we generalize the notion of a trapdoor function in

the next subsection. Then, we show that a punished player cannot get more

than his minmax in correlated strategies against the above strategies, which

completes the proof of Theorem 3.

6.1 k-trapdoor functions

Let k be a positive integer and TF = (MKD;MKE;ME;MD) be a trap-

door function for some set of messages X endowed with probability ¼.

kd1; : : : ; kdk represent k independent outputs of MKD, and ke1; : : : ; kek

are computed separately from kd1; : : : ; kdk by MKE. From x 2 X drawn

according to ¼ and from ke1; : : : ; kek,ME computes y1; : : : ; yk.

De…nition 4 TF is a k-trapdoor function if for every probabilistic poly-

nomial Turing machine that outputs z 2 X from ke1; : : : ; kek; y1; : : : ; yk and

for every x0 2 X:

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x0)¡ Pt(z = x0) = 0
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A k-trapdoor function is therefore a trapdoor function such that an out-

sider cannot get information on a message by observing it being coded k

times.

Proposition 5 Every trapdoor function is a k-trapdoor function for all k.

We start to prove a lemma on trapdoor functions:

Lemma 6 For every probabilistic polynomial Turing machine M that out-

puts z from ke1 and y1, for all (x0; x1; x2) 2 X3 such that ¼(x1):¼(x2) > 0:

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x1)¡ Pt(z = x0jx = x2) = 0

Proof: From M, we de…ne the probabilistic polynomial Turing machine

M0 that inputs ke1 and y1 and:

² Computes z usingM.

² Outputs z0 = x1 if z = x0, z0 = x0 otherwise.

Since TF is a trapdoor function:

lim
t!1

Pt(z
0 = x1jx = x1)¡ Pt(z0 = x1) = 0

which writes:

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x1)¡ Pt(z = x0) = 0

Applying the same procedure again with x2 replacing x1 gives:

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x2)¡ Pt(z = x0) = 0

Hence the result.

Now, consider a probabilistic polynomial Turing machineM that outputs

z 2 X from ke1; : : : ; kek, y1; : : : ; yk. From M, and for (¹x1; : : : ; ¹xk) 2 Xk,

we de…ne the probabilistic Turing machine ¹M (which depends on ¹x1; : : : ; ¹xk)

that:
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² Computes kd1; : : : ; kdk using k timesMKD

² Computes ke1; : : : ; kek from kd
1
; : : : ; kd

k
using k timesMKE

² Computes ¹y1; : : : ; ¹yk from ¹x1; : : : ; ¹xk and ke
1
; : : : ; ke

k
using k times

ME

² Outputs ¹z = ¹z(¹x1; : : : ; ¹xk) from ¹y1; : : : ; ¹yk, ke
1
; : : : ; ke

k
using M.

Given x0 2 X such that ¼(x0) > 0, we denote ft(¹x1; : : : ¹xk) = Pt(¹z = x0).

Lemma 7 Assume ¼(¹x1) : : : ¼(¹xk) > 0 and ¼(¹x01) : : : ¼(¹x0k) > 0, then:

lim
t!1

ft(¹x
1; : : : ¹xk)¡ ft(¹x01; : : : ¹x0k) = 0

Proof: It is enough to prove that for any 1 · p · k, if

¼(¹x1) : : : ¼(¹xk):¼(¹x
0p) > 0:

lim
t!1

ft(¹x
1; : : : ¹xk)¡ ft(¹x1; : : : ; ¹xp¡1; ¹x0p; ¹xp+1; : : : ; ¹xk) = 0

To keep notations simple we prove it for p = 1. From ¹x2; : : : ; ¹xk, we de…ne
¹M0 (depending on ¹x2; : : : ; ¹xk) as the polynomial Turing machine that inputs

ke1 and y1, and:

² Computes kd2; : : : ; kdk using k ¡ 1 timesMKD

² Computes ke2; : : : ; kek from kd
2
; : : : ; kd

k
using k ¡ 1 timesMKE

² Computes ¹y2; : : : ; ¹yk from ¹x2; : : : ; ¹xk and ke
2
; : : : ; ke

k
using k¡1 times

ME

² Outputs ¹z0 = ¹z0(¹x2; : : : ; ¹xk) from y1; ¹y2 : : : ; ¹yk, ke1; : : : ; ke
k
using M .

Since TF is a trapdoor function, from Lemma 6 we have:

lim
t!1

Pt(¹z
0 = x0jx = ¹x1)¡ Pt(¹z0 = x0jx = ¹x0k) = 0
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Observing that Pt(¹z0 = x0jx = ¹x1) = ft(¹x1; : : : ¹xk) and Pt(¹z0 = x0jx = ¹x01) =
ft(¹x

01; ¹x2; : : : ; ¹xk) then gives the result.

Proof of Proposition 5:

Consider x0 and x1 such that ¼(x0):¼(x1) > 0, and apply Lemma 7 to ¹x1 =

¹x2 : : : = ¹xk = x0, ¹x
01 = ¹x

02 : : : = ¹x
0k = x1. One gets:

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x0)¡ Pt(z = x0jx = x1) = 0

As we have

Pt(z = x0) =
X
x12X

¼(x1)Pt(z = x0jx = x1)

this implies

lim
t!1

Pt(z = x0jx = x0)¡ Pt(z = x0) = 0

Corollary 8 For any set B, for any probabilistic polynomial Turing machine

MB and that outputs b 2 B from y1; : : : ; yk and ke1; : : : ; kek, for every

x0 2 X and b0 in B:

lim
t!1

Pt(b = b0jx = x0)¡ Pt(b = b0) = 0

Proof: The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 6, except that the

trapdoor function is replaced by a k-trapdoor function.

Corollary 9 For every …nite set B, for every mapping h : X£B ! IR and

for every probabilistic polynomial Turing machine that outputs b 2 B from

ke1; : : : ; kek, y1; : : : ; yk:

lim
t!1

Eth(x0; b) · max
b02B

Eth(x0; b0)
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where Et denotes the expectation operator under Pt.

Proof: Fix " > 0, there exists t0 such that for all t ¸ t0, b0 2 B and

x0 2 X:

jPt(b = b0jx = x0)¡ Pt(b = b0)j · "

Let also C be a bound of h on X £B. Then

Eth(x; b) =
X
x0

X
b0

Pt(x = x0)Pt(b = b0jx = x0)h(x0; b0)

·
X
x0

X
b0

Pt(x = x0)Pt(b = b0)h(x0; b0) + "C

·
X
b0

Pt(b = b0)max
b1

X
x0

Pt(x = x0)h(x0; b1) + "C

· max
b1
Eth(x; b1) + "C

which proves the corollary.

With B = Ai, X = A¡i, and h = gi, Corollary 9 implies that a player

i who is limited to strategies in PAi cannot get more than vi against the

strategies de…ned in P (i). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

7 Subgame perfect equilibria

In order to extend our result to subgame perfect equilibria, one …rst needs to

provide a de…nition of a subgame equilibrium for games played by polyno-

mial Turing machines. The standard de…nition of subgame perfection asks

that strategies form an equilibrium of the remaining game whatever the past

history. In our model, the private history tapes are used to keep track of

historical information for each agent. (These tapes may be di¤erent among

the agents so strictly speaking, no common knowledge sets may exist.) As-

sume hit represents the stream of symbols on the private history of Turing

machine Mi at the beginning of stage t. Given t and a family of private

histories ht = (hit)i at stage t, any family of polynomial Turing machines
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M
0
=(M

0i)i induces a probability on future actions, and thus the expected

limit of continuation payo¤s ~gPAht (M
0) is well de…ned as in Section 4.2. We

callM a subgame perfect equilibrium of GPA1 whenM is a Nash equilibrium

of the game with strategy spaces (PAi)i and payo¤ function ~gPAht for every

t and every ht. Let E
0PA be the set of payo¤s in GPA1 induced by subgame

perfect equilibria. Note that our de…nition of subgame perfection is some-

how stronger than the usual one since the private histories of di¤erent players

need not be consistent one with the other.

Theorem 10 If :(i)there exists a trapdoor function, and

(ii) There exists w 2 F \ CIR such that for every player i, wi > vi,
then the closure of E

0PA is F \ CIR.

We prove this result by modifying the strategies de…ned in Section 6, in

such a way that they de…ne subgame perfect equilibria.

First, we must assume that punishment phases are …nite but of longer

and longer lengths. If a player deviates at stage ¿ , his punishment phase

lasts until period 2¿ . This ensures that no deviation can be pro…table in the

long run, but still each punishment phase has a …nite duration so that no

punisher has incentives to deviate from the punishment phase.

Second, since private history tapes may not be consistent with each other,

we must decide of a rule so that players can agree to follow the same equi-

librium path. Otherwise players could punish one another forever.

² In case there are at least three player: at each stage t players announces
who deviated last and at what stage according to his private history.

A majority rule is then applied to these messages. If a majority says

some player i deviated at stage ¿ and if t · 2¿ , then i is punished until
stage 2¿ . Otherwise the Main Path is played.

² In case there are two players: players make public announcements as
in the previous case.
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– If no player says a punishment should take place the Main Path

goes on.

– If one player says a punishment phase should take place until stage

2¿ and the other says no punishment should take place, then each

player plays a minmax strategy against the other until stage 2¿ .

– If one player says a punishment phase should take place until

stage 2¿1 while the other says a punishment should take place

until stage 2¿2, then each player plays a minmax strategy until

max(2¿ 1; 2¿2).

With at least three players, no player can pro…tably cheat by making

a fake announcement since a majority rule applies. With two players, the

punishments are designed so that no player can avoid being punished if he

deviated in the past nor can he gain by pretending the other should be

punished since punishments are reciprocal.

8 Concluding remarks

We have explored some consequences of modern cryptography to a model

of in…nitely repeated games without discounting. Our main result states

that if public communication is allowed and if we can apply the assumptions

of modern cryptography, then the equilibrium payo¤s of the game are the

correlated equilibrium payo¤s of the usual repeated game.

First, note that no equivalent result could hold in a …nitely repeated

game or in an in…nitely repeated game with discounting. Actually, if we …x

strategies for players j 6= i and a …nite horizon n, there exists a polyno-

mial Turing machine for player i that allows him to defend his minmax in

mixed strategies during the n …rst stages of the game. The reason for this is

that the limitation on the computation power is only e¤ective when n tends

to 1. Therefore, in…nitely repeated games with no discounting seem the
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appropriate framework to model players using modern cryptography.

We assumed that all players have access to a public communication de-

vice. A main extension would be to prove a similar result in which all the

correlation would go through the actions played in the game. Or equivalently,

one can assume that the sets of messages are …nite instead of countable here.

The most natural way to prove such a result is to divide punishment phases

into communication phases and action phases. Then, the major di¢culty

is to keep the size of the former small compared to the size of the latter.

For this purpose, pseudo-random generators, which allow to construct a long

sequence of numbers that look random from a relatively small seed seem to

be the adequate tool.

Our main result shows that coordination between any subgroup of the

players may arise even when the only communication available is public com-

munication. This strengthens the idea that correlated equilibria may arise

in general setups, even without private signals or when no private communi-

cation channels are available.
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